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A BSTRACT
We discuss the development of an educational teacher-guided VR
environment and address communication problems noticed during
formative evaluations of a teacher’s interface. We especially describe motivations and problems related to a TV-based virtual mirror interface, and we present a study of 3D pointing in the virtual
mirror. Efforts to develop a practical interface for repeated classroom use led to a TV interface that allows the teacher to stand unencumbered in front of a large TV showing their depth-camera-based
image in a surrounding virtual environment. The limited field of
regard of the TV required adressing several problems. First, to support pointing at virtual objects in an environment where the teacher
stood in front of or beside virtual objects, we used the mirror-type
view with a wide field of view. Visual pointing cues were added
to correct problems observed with teacher pointing related to the
indirectness of pointing in a mirror and to a low sense of depth.
Additional visual cues allow the teacher to make eye contact with
networked immersed students, considering the mirror view does not
provide a direct view of student avatars. The development and evaluation of visual pointing cues provides a basis for better understanding and improving 3D pointing with virtual mirrors.
Index Terms: H.1.2 [Models and Principles]: User/Machine
Systems—Human Factors I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: ThreeDimensional Graphics and Realism—Virtual Reality
1 I NTRODUCTION
We discuss the design, development, and testing of an interface
made to allow a teacher to guide multiple VR-immersed students
through an educational virtual environment. To make the application as immersive as possible for students, we sought to promote
teacher presence and teacher-student communication. Practicality
and long-term teacher comfort were also important, as repeated
teacher sessions are expected. The result is a “virtual mirror” interface, reminiscent of 2D video-based mirror worlds [14], but with
a 3D depth camera representation rather than 2D video techniques.
The teacher stands unencumbered in front of a large display and is
sensed by a depth camera (Kinect), preserving the teacher’s classroom oversight. The depth camera data is used to provide a 3D
mesh view of the teacher to the students (Figure 1). Networking
and rendering aspects of the system were described elsewhere [6].
The teacher’s interface was developed through several iterations
of informal testing at demonstrations, consisting of real subjectarea experts guiding students through a virtual solar plant (modeled
after a real solar plant [4]) to describe its fluid loops, devices, and
related concepts. An early version immersed the teacher with an
HMD along with the students. This made communication through
ray-based pointing a simple task. However, because teachers may
need to guide multiple sessions of students or maintain classroom
oversight, we considered that another display type may be better
to ensure teacher comfort and minimize possible effects such as
motion
, . sickness. Additionally, we considered that a realistic live
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Figure 1: Teacher and Student interfaces. The teacher (top) stands
in front of a large TV and Kinect and points out objects during a
virtual field trip of a solar plant. The student (bottom) is immersed
in an HMD and activates interactable objects according to teacher
guidance.

view of the teacher, including the teacher’s unoccluded face, could
improve the student experience. Thus, unencumbered interfaces
were investigated.
Using a CAVE system was considered; the wide field of regard
would allow for easy pointing and monitoring of all students. However, using such equipment is not feasible in most educational settings, due to device and maintenance costs, and other difficulties of
integration into a classroom.
A more practical version had the teacher stand in front of a TV
and Kinect with a first-person perspective. This facilitated pointing
at objects in front of the teacher, but the single-sided display did not
support direct pointing at objects surrounding the teacher, where
most objects of interest were found in our test application (virtual
field trip of a solar plant). Thus we provided a “virtual mirror”
mode for pointing, giving the teacher a viewpoint that matched a
default student viewpoint with a wider field of view. The full frontfacing mesh of the unencumbered teacher is able to be streamed to
the immersed students to enhance their sense of teacher presence.
This interface was more appropriate for simple and comfortable
repeated use, but notable communication problems were initially
observed. The indirect view created problems related to pointing:
teachers tended to use 2D-style ”weatherman” pointing, which confused students who experience additional depth cues or varying

viewpoints. Despite being experienced with the environment and
with the 3D models, a teacher did not point to correct depths and
had difficulty clarifying pointing to students. The teacher did not
understand the pointing problem until trading places with a student,
and initally addressed the problem by placing real markers throughout the real environment to act as pointing targets, arranged through
trial-and-error placement guided by an immersed student. This is
not a suitable long-term approach when there can be many targets,
virtual environment changes or flexibility, or changing teacher position. Visual feedback cues integrated into the software were thus
investigated to assist and reinforce 3D pointing.
The student-like view also provided the teacher with limited
awareness of student positions, and proper eye gaze through direct
looking at avatars is unavailable in the mirror view. Formative tests
also suggested that this limited personalized communication. This
motivated the development of visual indicators the teacher could
gaze towards to make eye contact with a student.
To select the best pointing cues, we conducted a more formal
study of different possible visual cues, as we did not find established
guidelines or solutions for pointing in a virtual mirror interface such
as ours. Study participants tuned individual technique parameters,
rated techniques, and clicked through target sequences for performance measures. Though not formally tested, we also summarize
the solution for our eye gaze indicators.
A subset of our techniques was previously summarized in [6],
but some of the top-performing techniques were not included, and
no evaluation was previously conducted. Our contributions include:
• The development of a practical TV interface for teacherguided VR field trips, and resulting knowledge about encountered problems and solutions related to eye gaze and pointing
in a virtual mirror view.
• Detailing user-tuned visual feedback techniques for 3D pointing in a virtual mirror.
• Analyzing effects of the pointing cues and unaided stereo and
monocopic baselines.
2 R ELATED W ORKS
Collaborative Virtual Environments have long been suggested as a
way to enhance education, planning, and meetings [5]. Early collaborative environments, such the Virtual Playground by Roussou et
al. [12], allowed multiple users to explore an environment aided by
an autonomous guide. Fewer works used heterogeneous displays to
allow an expert user to guide other users through the environment.
One example that did is the system by Pick et al. [9] which used
asynchronous interfaces for factory planning walkthroughs. Due to
the importance of pointing for communication in CVEs, works such
as this and similar interface setups (e.g. Froehlich et al. [3]) define
accurate pointing as an important problem.
Many 3D and 2D pointing techniques have been studied in the
past, especially in the context of object selection [2]. Because of the
prevalence of the view type, most of the techniques have focused on
the first-person perspective. Most often, these techniques use a ray
[8] or cone [7] that is extended from the hand or face of the user
as a selection tool. While these techniques are appropriate for their
perspective, they do not address the problem of indirectness from
another point of view.
Another set of tools that more closely resemble our application’s
problem are those that use an offset or clutching. These techniques
lose proper proprioceptive feedback, and thus need to give additional visual feedback. Examples include the Go-Go technique [10]
which automatically used a non-linear mapping of the real hand
onto the virtual world, and the Virtual Pads [1], which allowed a
user to manually decouple the physical and virtual space. However,
this technique is mostly used for virtual hand metaphors, and not
virtual pointing.

Figure 2: Gaze indicators are drawn on an overlay (left) and overlaid
onto the main scene (right) at a position where teacher can look at
them to maintain eye gaze with students.

Another tool used for pointing is interactive worlds in miniature [13]. Froehlich et al. [3] used this tool for communication
via pointing with remote users, where two groups of users would
stand in front of a projector that showed the other group in a shared
virtual environment. While this application is similar to ours, the
view still assumes a first-person perspective. Additionally, using
a world-in-miniature tool for pointing would not give the level of
detail required by unfamiliar students and could break immersion.
Certain virtual pointing techniques are sometimes classified as
“exocentric” [11], but this still refers to a first person perspective
in terms of the pointing experience. The third-person point of view
provided by our system makes it more similar to a weathermanstyle pointing problem, well-known from video-based environments [14]. However, we observed it was necessary to support 3D
pointing, unlike 2D video-based worlds, to communicate well with
HMD-immersed students. We did not find established methods for
addressing 3D pointing with mirror views in the prior work.
3

E YE G AZE I NDICATORS

The gaze indicators are icons drawn on an overlay on the screen
(Figure 2). The teacher can look at the indicator to have her mesh
make eye contact with a corresponding student. Placement of an indicator requires three pieces of geometric information: the teacher’s
head position (reported by the Kinect), a student’s head position
(reported by an HMD tracker), and a virtual representation of the
teacher’s TV (static in the same coordinate system as the Kinect).
In the 3D virtual environment, we define a ray between the
teacher and student heads and find its intersection point with the
TV representation. A TV-aligned indicator is then rendered at that
point in an overlay view. If the ray does not intersect within the
screen bounds, the indicator is positioned at the nearest monitor
point to roughly reveal student position.
Note the overlay is rendered with a different projection geometry than the main scene view. This projection for the overlay corresponds to the monitor acting like a window into the virtual world,
a conventional behavior for VR displays, rather than a mirror. This
makes use of the teacher’s reported head position to keep the indicators consistent with movement.
Future work will texture the rectangular icon with a webcambased image of the student.
4

V ISUAL P OINTING C UES

We consider two pointing scenarios. In some cases, the system or
developer may be able to predict likely targets based on predefined
critical objects or pointing motion analysis. In this case, a visual
cue can be designed to focus on a particular target, and a sense of
accuracy can be given by the angle between the user’s point and
the target. In other cases, visual cues are needed to provide a sense
of pointing depth more generally, without being tied to particular
objects. We investigate both cue types. Examples of all techniques
can be seen in Figure 3.

We use the joint position information given by the Kinect to define pointing for the user. The Kinect reports the positions of all
major joints of the user’s body in world space. From this, we define
a ray from one joint to another to be the user’s pointing direction.
In our experiments, we define the ray as the vector from the user’s
elbow to their palm.
4.1

Target Defined

Target Rods (TR): When the user is pointing, a translucent cylinder (rod) is extended along the vector from the target to the virtual
elbow position. Depth information is reinforced through the rod’s
color and the scaling of the rod’s ends based on the depth (azimuth
angle) between pointing and target. A green rod signifies accurate
pointing, and the ends are expanded or shrunk when pointing is in
front of or behind an object.
Target Map (TM): A top-down camera high above the user’s
elbow is used to render known targets to a minimal top-town representation, textured onto a visible quad. A line segment is drawn
from its center to represent the current pointing direction, so the line
intersects with the target representation when pointing is accurate.
The appearance resembles a circular gauge or dial indicator.
Sphere Section (SS): A mostly-invisible sphere is centered on
the elbow with radius matching target distance, and a section of
its surface is made visible to show the error in the user’s current
pointing. Specifically, two points on the sphere are defined: the
point at which the target lies and the point where the user’s pointing
direction intersects with the sphere. The section is drawn between
these two coordinates. The effect is an angular analog of the rubber
band selection tool in most 2D interfaces.
Cone Compass (CC): A small cone glyph is placed either near
the hand or the target. The cone acts either as a compass, pointing
directly at the target or hand (depending on placement), or as a
simple glyph pointing up or down according to pointing depth error.
The color also changes to reflect the pointing accuracy, with green
signifying accurate pointing.
4.2

Figure 3: Experiment environment and visual feedback techniques
considered in our studies. Techniques are grouped into those with
a target defined (top two rows), and without a target defined (other
rows). An example subject is shown at the testing station with the
75” TV and Kinect (bottom right).

No Target Defined

Pointing Wand (PW): A ray-like technique using a thin cylinder
with a ringed texture placed on the hand. The wand acts as an
extension of the arm, and users can know when they are pointing at
an object when they intersect.
Pointing Fan (PF): A translucent vertical fan is attached to an
arm joint. Different shapes are considered for the fan. Objects
behind the fan are at least partially visually occluded, giving the
user a sense of how deep into the scene they are pointing.
Hand Camera (HC): A virtual camera is placed on the user’s
pointing hand, with the frustum aimed in the pointing direction.
The camera’s image is textured onto a visible quad. A light reticle
is also drawn in the center of the quad to emphasize its center, where
targets appear when pointing is accurate.
Hand Light (HL, bullseye reticle): Multiple hand-mounted
lights are arranged to project a pattern in the pointing direction.
The pattern is a red and white bullseye reticle, which appears on
objects pointed to.
Pointing Slits (PS): Thin slits of light are projected out from the
user’s hand in the pointing direction. A thin vertical slit can be seen
along the ground and shows the pointing depth. A horizontal slit or
a bullseye reticle is added for pointing elevation.
5

U SER S TUDY

We conducted a two-phase user study to determine good configurations for each pointing technique and then compare the techniques.
5.1

Subjects

10 subjects (9 Male, 1 Female) participated. Subjects were screened
to confirm normal or corrected vision and normal limb function.

Nine were from a local computer science department. Four subjects had prior VR experiences, and 8 had extensive video game
experience. All were right handed.
5.2

Apparatus

Subjects stood in front of a 75” Samsung 3D TV and a Microsoft
Kinect. As illustrated in Figure 3, the virtual environment contained
7 target spheres on each side of the user. Targets were placed on
pedestals of varying heights and at varying depths from where the
user was asked to stand.
5.3

Methods

5.3.1

Parameter Adjustment Phase

The first experiment phase had users freely adjust certain pertechnique parameters while pointing at targets in the environment.
It consisted of 9 rounds, one per technique, in random order and
with random initial parameters. The subject was given a wireless
mouse to hold in the pointing hand to use as their interaction device.
One target was shown at a time, and the subject could freely
change to another random target at any time by left-clicking the
mouse. To focus on pointing with the hand closest to the target,
only targets on the subject’s dominant side were used.
The subject was able to modify one parameter at a time by
scrolling the mouse wheel. Once the subject reached the preferred
value for that parameter, they notified the proctor and were moved
to the next parameter. Once all parameters were tuned, the subject
could move to the next round or readjust any other parameters at
will. The configurations chosen during this phase were used for the
second phase of the experiment.
Allowing subjects to use different parameters in the next phase
ensured that subjects were using a preferred setting and would not
misuse a technique or rank it lower for differing from their preference. It also resembles real-world interfaces in which users adjust techniques as they find best, and thus is a legitimate random
variable. No parameters were designed to change the fundamental
effect of a technique. Low variances in accuracy (azimuth shown
later) suggest that the differing parameters did not cause problems
with respect to our interpretations of results.
5.3.2

Performance and Ranking Phase

During the second phase, the subject was presented with each technique again, in a random order. Two baseline techniques were
added: stereo 3D and a monoscopic (no-cue) baseline. Stereo 3D
was not included with other techniques, to focus specifically on the
sense of depth from our visual cues. And, in our application, we
prefer to avoid occluding a student’s view of a teacher’s eye gaze
with 3D glasses.
The subject went through a set of steps similar to a Fitts’ Law
experiment in which they pointed at and selected (left click) targets
as quickly as they can while still maintaining accuracy. Accuracy
was not enforced, as it would not be enforced in our application, so
the time to click was up to a subject’s judgment. A single round
consisted of the subject selecting 14 targets (each target appeared
twice in random order) 3 times, with a short rest between the three
repetitions. Click timing and error data were recorded.
At the end of each condition, the subject scored the technique’s
helpfulness from 1 to 10. Subjects were also asked to explain anything they liked or disliked about that technique.
6

R ESULTS

We present the user preferences from the adjustment phase and
compare results of our techniques and baselines from the ranking
phase. We especially want to identify which techniques consistently perform the best and are most preferred, in order to do further
investigation. Thus, we use accuracy, time, and preference results to

eliminate candidates for further study. For time and accuracy measures, we performed Student’s paired t-tests for interesting cases,
using an alpha of 0.05. For subjects’ subjective rankings, we compare interesting cases with a Wilcoxon signed-rank test. We also
compare the two groups of pointing techniques (target defined and
not defined) and infer important components and traits of effective
techniques.
6.1

Adjustment Phase Preferences

Target Rods (TR): Subjects adjusted the length and positioning
of the rods, as well as whether the end facing the user expands or
shrinks. The rods can be either extended the full length from the
elbow to the target, extended from the elbow to the vector’s midpoint, or extended from the vector’s midpoint to the target. While
there was no general consensus on preferred scaling behavior, the
majority (6) of subjects preferred the rod to be extended from the
elbow to the target, as it enabled them to see when their arm was
fully eclipsed while still seeing the correct target.
Target Map (TM): Subjects adjusted the position of the quad
in the environment, as well as the size of the quad. The quad can
be positioned to hover near the user’s head, their shoulder, or their
moving pointing hand. Participants preferred a more static position,
but there was no preference between the shoulder and head. Preferred sizes spanned from .5 meter to 1 meter in width and height,
with the mean preferred size being 0.77 meters.
Sphere Section (SS): Subjects adjusted the shape of the visible
section. The shape can be circle-like, where the two relevant coordinates are opposite points on the circle, or rectangle-like, where
the two coordinates are opposite corners. A majority (6) of subjects
preferred the rectangle, due to it showing both axes of error.
Cone Compass (CC): Subjects adjusted the position of the cone
and whether it acted as a compass or a simple glyph. Subjects preferred the compass mode while positioned by the hand.
Pointing Wand (PW): Subjects adjusted rod transparency and
switched between the rod having a static length or changing length
to exactly touch the closest object pointed to (ray’s first hit). While
there was no strong consensus on transparency, every participant
preferred varying length, as it more obviously showed intersections.
Pointing Fan (PF): Subjects modified the shape of the fan, its
length (how far out from the hand it extends), and its material, with
one option being a standard transparent material and the other turning white, per pixel, in proportion to the depth of nearby pixels
behind it. While there was no consensus on shape, a majority (9)
preferred the material that indicated depth, as it showed when they
were close to an object. For length, subjects always chose lengths
that were as far as the furthest target in the scene or higher.
Hand Camera (HC): Subjects adjusted the size and position of
the camera quad, as well as the field of view (zoom) of the camera.
A majority (6) of subjects preferred shoulder placement. Preferred
sizes ranged from 0.61 meters to 1 meter, with the mean being .88
meters. Preferred fields of view ranged from 34 to 61 degrees, with
the mean being 48 degrees.
Hand Light (HL): Subjects adjusted the angle (size) of the
bullseye and light intensity. The majority of subjects preferred
highest possible light intensity. The preferred light angles ranged
from 11 to 41 degrees, with a mean of 19 degrees, indicating preference for a smaller, more precise bullseye.
Pointing Slits (PS): Subjects adjusted the width of the slits and
reticle, the intensity of the lights, and the configuration of lights,
choosing between an added horizontal slit or an added bullseye reticle. While there was no strong consensus on the exact configuration, a majority of subjects preferred the added reticle. A majority
of participants also preferred the light intensity to be as high as
possible. The width, determined by the light’s field of view, ranged
from 57 to 151 degrees, with a mean of 115.

Figure 4: Mean azimuth and elevation errors at time of target selection, with standard error bars. Azimuth error represents an error in
the depth of pointing, with positive error indicating pointing in front of
the target. Elevation error represents height error, with positive error
above the target.

Figure 6: Mean time-to-click (seconds) between targets per technique, with standard error bars.

could be expected to have even more trouble with 3D pointing.
Overall, results are consistent with users only performing coarse
pointing for the baselines.
Notably, while the target map is accurate and precise for depth,
it is inaccurate and imprecise in elevation, caused by the lack of elevation feedback. This, timing data, and subject feedback (detailed
next) are consistent with users quickly finding the correct depth and
not being concerned with elevation when there is no related feedback. Similarly, pointing slits suffer a similar lack of precision in
elevation due to minimal or confusing elevation feedback.
The hand camera is also shown to be inaccurate in elevation compared to a more accurate technique (e.g. pointing fan, p <0.05).
Based on verbal subject feedback, we infer the cause to be a subject
aiming to just get the target within the camera’s frustum rather than
specifically in the center of it, despite the target reticle. Because of
this, we consider these three techniques inappropriate for use.
6.3

Figure 5: Histogram of azimuth error for the entire population for the
two baselines and the sphere section technique.

6.2

Accuracy

The main purpose of the visual cues was to improve the users’
pointing depth and to discourage the problematic weatherman-type
pointing behavior. Angle error results are seen in figure 4. For
azimuth error, every technique was shown to be statistically significantly different (p <0.05) from both baselines. However, no significant difference was found between the two baselines (p = 0.077).
For elevation error, every technique was significantly different (p
<0.05) from both baselines. No significant difference was found
between the two baselines (p = 0.052). When comparing error between target-defined and no-target-defined groups, we find statistically significant differences in both azimuth and elevation, indicating that all techniques produce better pointing accuracy, though
those designed for predefined targets are overall more accurate.
More importantly, the baselines have large variances, reflecting
low precision and consistency of pointing. A high average error
may reflect differences between our estimation of direction (elbow to hand) and natural human pointing posture, but higher variances indicate problems regardless of mean error estimate. Figure 5
shows a wide variance among baselines when compared to a more
precise technique (sphere section). Note that subjects already experienced pointing techniques prior to this stage, and naive subjects

Time

Time-to-click can be seen in figure 6. Every technique was statistically significantly different (p <0.05) from the no-cue baseline.
Compared to stereo 3D, however, there was no statistically significant finding for the sphere section (p = 0.078) and target map (p
= 0.614) (p <0.05 for all others). The two baselines were found
to differ significantly from each other (p <0.05). When comparing
times between defined-target and no-defined target groups, we find
no statistically significant difference (p = 0.633). However, we do
find a significant difference (p <0.05) if the Cone Compass technique is excluded as an outlier. In that case, lower times tend to be
found in target-defined techniques.
Participants reported that they felt they were able to click most
quickly when completely unencumbered (no technique), but also
reported little to no confidence in their accuracy. Responses were
similar for stereo 3D. Again, it seems an interface without pointing
cues encourages coarse pointing behaviors, even among subjects
who previously experienced 3D cues reinforcing better behavior.
The cone compass technique is shown to take significantly
longer than all other techniques. Subjects reported difficulty knowing which direction to move to correct their pointing due to its small
size (along the hand-to-target vector) and conical shape. Because
of this, we consider this technique inappropriate for use.
6.4

Subjective Technique Ratings

Subjective ratings are seen in figure 7. All techniques are shown to
have statistically significantly higher ratings than the no-cue baseline, except for the cone compass and hand light (p = 0.766 and p

which necessitated the design of two major communication components. We addressed the problem of eye gaze with visual indicators
that the user can look at to maintain gaze with a remote user. We addressed the problem of inaccurate pointing with a two-phase initial
study that showed reasonable parameter configurations for various
visual feedback techniques, and then evaluated those techniques.
Findings showed that we can achieve the desired pointing accuracy with just a small increase in targeting time, which we consider
worthwhile due to the benefits of improved communication. These
techniques were important in the development of a practical interface that avoids having to immerse or otherwise restrict the user.
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Figure 7: Rating scores given to each technique by subjects.
Squares denote means, pluses denote outliers, and the horizontal
line denotes medians.

= 0.059). Five of the techniques are statistically significantly better than the stereo 3D baseline, but the target map, cone compass,
pointing slits, and hand light techniques were not found statistically
different (p = 0.443, p = 0.125, p = 1.0, and p = 0.766, respectively).
For practical and frequently used applications, we would want
to use techniques that not only have high ratings, but have few low
ratings and little variance. For these reasons, we consider the hand
light technique to be inappropriate for this use.
7

D ISCUSSION

Considering the good accuracy and positive subject ratings, we
chose the pointing fan as the default pointing technique for our application. While the sphere section and target rod techniques did
provide better accuracy and time, they require known targets, and
are therefore suitable only in certain applications. Using them in
scenes with several simultaneous candidate targets could create visual clutter and confusion. Thus we consider the slight additional
time for the pointing fan to be a worthwhile tradeoff.
However, we still consider it useful to identify other techniques
that performed well and discuss them. Thus, based on the techniques providing minimal selection time and error while showing
strong user preference, we can identify the sphere section, target
rods, pointing fan, and pointing wand as ones that could be improved upon and evaluated further with a larger study. Identifying
common traits among these, we can see that the pointing wand,
rods, and fan all involve an object that is stretched from part of the
virtual body to the target. The sphere section and target rods both
give a clear indication of error while keeping the visual part of the
technique near the target.
Techniques that performed a 2D projection of an image onto the
environment (hand light and pointing slits) were disliked because
projection warped user perception of where they were pointing unless they were already correct, leading to a high time-to-click. Techniques that encouraged looking at something other than the target
(hand camera and target map) were also disliked and inaccurate.
We can thus infer from this that the most important features of this
type of visual feedback is that the indication of correctness be viewable near the target and, to a lesser extent, the feedback mechanism
include some 3-dimensional component along the pointing vector.
8

C ONCLUSION

AND

F UTURE W ORKS

We presented the design of an interface made for an unencumbered
teacher guiding networked immersed students through a virtual environment. Testing and development led to a “virtual mirror” view
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